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February 6, 2008 
Glenn Gritzmacher 
18723 Paw Paw Lane 
Danvers, IL 6173 2 
Dear Glenn, 
UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT 
401 Hovey Hall O Campus Box 3200 • Normal, IL 61790-3200 
Telephone: (309) 438-7681 • Facsimile: (309) 438-5748 
We are pleased that you will be able to participate in the Founders Day Old Main Bell Ceremony 
on Thursday, February 14, as one of the 151 bell ringers. This event is part of the concluding 
events of Illinois State University's Sesquicentennial celebration. 
Please arrive in the Old Main Room of the Bone Student Center no later than 9:45 a.m. for 
instructions and lineup. You will march as a group in the order in which you will ring the bell to 
the Brown Ballroom for the ceremony, which begins at 10 a.m. Your guests are encouraged to 
go directly to the Brown Ballroom. The ceremony will end at approximately 11 a.m. 
Immediately following, a brief outdoor ceremony on the Quad will be held at the site of the Old 
Main Bell. You are invited to attend this ceremony if you wish. 
Also, note that academic regalia is NOT required for this event. Your usual work attire is 
suitable, but do consider wearing red that day! 
A public reception including displays from various campus units will be held in the Brown 
Ballroom from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. The Founders Day Convocation begins at 1 p.m. in Braden 
Auditorium, featuring a keynote address, "The Acceleration of Technology in the 21st Century: 
The Impact on Business, The Economy, and Society" by author, entrepreneur, inventor and 
futurist, Ray Kurzweil. 
Should you have any questions, you may reach me via telephone at (309) 438-2592 or e-mail at 




Executive Director, Internal Campaigns 






Previous Founders Day Old Main Bell Ceremony Paiiicipants (Bell Alwnni) 
Barbara Todd 
Executive Director, Internal·Campaigns 
January 15, 2008 
Founders Day/February 14, 2008 
The conclusion of Illinois State University's year-long Sesquicente1mial Celebration is 
quickly approaching. I believe you would agree with me that the campus response to the many 
events has been overwhelming. Certainly one of the early success stories was the Founders Day Old 
Main Bell Ceremony held last February. Not even Mother Nature could prevent us from a 
meaningful and enjoyable celebration of 150 of the University's most noted accomplishments. 
As a previous Founders Day Old Main Bell Ceremony bell ringer I invite you to attend this 
year's ceremony, which will again be part of Founders Day activities on Thursday, February 
14. These events will conclude the 150th celebration. The ceremony will from 10 to 11 a.m. 
in the Brown Ballroom of the Bone Student Center. In addition, immediately following this 
ceremony, a brief outdoor ceremony at the Old Main Bell will be held on the Quad. Anyone 
who wishes will be given the opportunity to ring this bell in celebration of the "grandest of 
enterprises." Historical displays and a public reception will be offered in the Brown 
Ballroom until the Founders Day Convocation begins at 1 p.m. in Braden Auditorium. 
If you are able to join us, please bring with you the conm1emorative bell that you received, as 
you will be asked to ring your bell during specified times in the ceremony: as the 2008 Bell 
Ringers begin their procession to the ceremony and at the conclusion of the ceremony. 
If you have questions, don ' t hesitate to contact me at (309) 438-2592 or bttodd@ilstu.edu. I 
look forward to celebrating the founding of Illinois ' first public university with you. 
Founders Day 
Old Main Bell Ceremony Consolidated Script 
February 14, 2008 
10 -10:06 a.m. - Steve Adams 
Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen, and welcome to this very special 
occasion as we join together to end the 150th anniversary celebration of this 
great institution ... Illinois State University. 
My name is Steve Adams, and I am the Vice President for Student Affairs. I 
also have had the pleasure to serve as the "Voice of the Redbirds" for 
football and men's basketball for the past 32 seasons. I want to thank you for 
joining us at this traditional Founders Day Old Main Bell Ceremony. 
Will you please join me in thanking University High School student and 
nationally recognized jazz aiiist and composer, Adam Larson for providing 
pre- and post-ceremony ente1iainment. 
Adam recently was selected to play in the 2008 Gibson/Baldwin Grammy 
Jazz Ensemble and for the 2008 Jazz Band of America. 
LEAD APPLAUSE 
At this time, it is my pleasure to introduce Dr. Karyl Carlson and the Illinois 
State University Conce1i Choir for the singing of our University Hymn. 
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Please rise. 
(CONCERT CHOIR ENTERS STAGE AND EXITS STAGE 
FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE OF UNIVERSITY HYMN) 
Thank you, Dr. Carlson and our talented students for that beautiful start to 
our ceremony. 
LEADS APPLAUSE 
This is the seventh year that we, as a campus community, have come 
together to celebrate the founding of Illinois State University, Illinois' first 
public university by ringing the bell that tolled the hours of each day from 
atop the University's first building, Old Main. 
Well, that's mostly true. As many of your will remember, Mother Nature 
played a significant role in our event last year, forcing us to move from the 
Quad here to the Brown Ballroom. Although being inside for the ceremony 
was a good thing that cold, February day, we were forced to find a stand-in 
for the Old Main Bell, which cannot be moved from the Quad. 
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Our community friends from the McLean County Historical Society were 
kind enough to donate to the University a ship's bell, which has become the 
Sesquicentennial Bell, and is now part of the University's collection. Today, 
like last year, this Sesquicentennial Bell will represent the Old Main Bell for 
our ceremony. 
Please help me in thanking our campus colleagues in Facilities Management 
who donated their services to create this beautiful showpiece. 
Thank you for your work last year in emergency mode as well as for lending 
your talents and service during the past 12 months in refinishing the bell as 
well as building the beautiful cabinet that holds it. How fitting, too, that you 
found and included a window bracket from the Old Main building in the 
design. Thank you. 
LEADS APPLAUSE 
And now, please welcome my colleague and friend, Dr. Dianne Ashby, vice 
president for University Advancement. 
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10:07 -10:10 a.m. - Dr. Dianne Ashby 
Thank you, Steve. 
Allow me to add my welcome and appreciation to each of you for joining us 
on this historic day. I'm not sure how you feel, but our celebration year has 
gone very quickly. It does not seem like a full year ago that I witnessed an 
entire campus shift to emergency gear to make sure our Sesquicentennial 
kickoff went off without a hitch, despite the snow blizzard we faced just 48 
hours earlier. It truly warmed my heart ( on that very cold day) to see this 
ceremony moved inside, staff members walk to work the day the University 
was shut down in order to run printing presses to have programs for the 
days' events, and several craftsmen make our Sesquicentennial bell not only 
ring but look good in just 24 hours. 
Illinois State University is a special place because of the special people who 
work here, and I thank you for demonstrating that time and time again. 
While President Bowman will reflect upon our 150th year of celebration, I 
would like to extend my appreciation to everyone on campus who helped us 
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celebrate - thank you for attending the numerous events, thank you for 
supporting the Sesquicentennial Scholars through your gifts, thank you for 
joining us at the Homecoming Gala, and thank you for truly embracing the 
once-in-a-lifetime opp01iunity for a 150th bi1ihday party. 
As a final tribute to our celebration, I ask that you each take a few moments 
as you enter our main campus buildings to find and read the posters that 
have been created to describe the history of the building. These glimpses 
into our history will add fmiher to your understanding and appreciation of 
the University's past. 
It is my pleasure to now introduce a very special group of people, our 
previous bell ringers. Each year we invite individuals who have been a bell 
ringer in an earlier year to be a part of this ceremony. In the previous six 
years of this event, approximately 300 people have been selected for the 
honor of ringing the Old Main Bell. 
As a memento of their paiiicipation in the ceremony, those individuals 
received replicas of the Old Main Bell. And, once you are a bell ringer, you 
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get invited back every year to stand together as a group and ring your 
commemorative bells to welcome the newest group. 
Would all the Previous Bell Ringers please stand, as the audience joins me 
in welcoming you to this year's ceremony. 
LEADS APPLAUSE 
To conclude our Sesquicentennial Celebration, this year's ceremony was 
designed to recognize many of the individuals who will receive a campus-
wide award during the Convocation this afternoon, as well as to continue to 
tell the story of Illinois' first public university through historic moments and 
points of pride. 
Bell ringers, I thank you for playing an important role in the history of our 
University. And to all current and past bell ringers, I thank you for your 
work to further our university. 
Now, please join me in welcoming to the podium the 1 i 11 president of 
Illinois State University, Dr. Al Bowman. 
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10:10 -10:13 a.m. - President Bowman 
Good morning everyone. 
One year ago today, we gathered at this spot to ring in Founders Day 2007. 
Even on that cold morning, we all knew that those bell chimes signaled 
much more than our normal Founders Day activities-they heralded the 
beginning of a year-long celebration of our Sesquicentennial-150 years as 
Illinois' first and finest public university. 
Our Founders Day speaker was author and educator David McCullough-
chosen specifically because of his talent for historical reflection. The 
Illinois State family used that Founders Day to reflect on our heritage-to 
retrace the 15 decade path that has brought us to the proud and great 
institution we are today. 
But McCullough, the author and historian, after just a brief visit to our 
campus, was more focused on our present and future. 
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He saw we were accomplishing our educational mission in the right way-
and he told us so-and he has since told many others across the country that 
Illinois State University educates its students the right way. 
Our Sesquicentennial continued with free and public presentations from a 
series of internationally respected men and women-
Robert F. Kennedy Junior, Doris Kearns Goodwin, Henry Louis Gates and 
Ken Burns, to name a few. The speakers series brought thousands of people 
to campus-many of whom had never been to Illinois State before. They 
came here as expectant visitors-but they left as impressed friends. 
Our Sesquicentennial launched two books, introduced several musical and 
aiiistic productions, and spread invigorated spirit throughout Redbird 
athletics. We fully embraced the Normal-Bloomington community and 
invited them to the celebration-and they accepted our invitation. 
We kept our students the center attention-and with your help and the help 
of our many sponsors-we raised tens-of-thousands of dollars for student 
scholarships. Our Dollars for Scholars program was a creation of the 
Sesquicentennial, but it will not conclude with today's activities. 
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Contributions for this important initiative will be accepted throughout this 
fiscal year-so you still have a chance to participate. 
Finally-perhaps most importantly, we also planned for a challenging 
future, joining as a campus community to re-examine our strategic plan and 
to write Educating Illinois: Priorities for Illinois ' First Public University. 
Later today, we will gather at the Founders Day 2008 Convocation-our 
final official event of Illinois State's Sesquicentennial celebration. We will 
honor members of our University family and hear an inspirational message 
from author and inventor Ray Kurzweil-chosen specially for his talents as 
a futurist. 
I hope you will look upon today's events, not as an ending, but as the 
beginning of Illinois State's brilliant future-and I conclude my remarks 
with the following quotation regarding our University and its heritage: 
"Illinois State will focus attention on strategic goals and initiatives that will 
address the most pressing challenges the institution will face in the near 
future. The University's dedication to providing an educational experience 
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of the highest quality, combined with its commitment to scholarship and 
creative activities, can be realized if faculty and staff remain true to the core 
values of the institution and the advancement of the goals set forth herein." 
An important passage-it could have been written 150 years ago and have 
been authored by our founding fathers. Yet that statement can be found in 
the newest revision of Educating Illinois-and its authors are you. 
You are writing the next chapter of Illinois State University's success 
story-and for that-I congratulate you-and thank you all so very much. 
10:13 a.m. - Steve Adams 
Thank you, President Bowman. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, the Old Main Bell is, perhaps, the oldest piece of 
University history that remains a paii of the fabric of this institution's daily 
life. The first campus building, known as Old Main, stood just 100 yards to 
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the south of the Bone Student Center (actually, near where the Old Main 
Bell currently is placed), as a grand building on the vast prairie. Today we 
celebrate the first 151 years of Illinois State University - year by year - with 
one toll for each year in the life of this great institution. 
Before we begin, I'd like to share a little more history with you. Helen 
Marshall wrote in her book on the University's first 100 years, Grandest of 
Enterprises: 
And I quote 
"One day in 1880 the bell in the tower, which for years had served as 
evening curfew and marked the time for students to go to classes and 
housewives to prepare and serve meals, suddenly cracked and fell apaii. 
The town seemed very quiet and lost without the bell. President Hewett said 
a new one was imperative, and although the Board concurred, it was two 
years before the new one was installed. There was considerable copper in 
the old bell; its tones had been quite mellow, and the bidding for the old 
scrap was sharp. Vanduzen and Tift of Cincinnati cast the new bell on a 
new bid of twenty-seven cents a pound and nineteen cents for the scrap. The 
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new bell was as large as could be conveniently placed in the belfry and was 
hung at a cost of only $139.33." End Quote. 
Dr. Marshall writes in her later book, "The Eleventh Decade " on the 
University's history 1957-1967 that in 1957 during the University's 
centennial celebration, this bell was rung five times each by President 
Robert G. Bone and Robert Leach, the President of the Student Council. 
I guess we didn't have such a novel idea, afterall! 
Members of our campus community - descendants of land donors, lab 
school students, University students, alumni, faculty, staff, and friends - all 
are represented in this year's honored group. Your program lists the bell 
ringers in the order in which they will participate. Unfortunately, not 
everyone listed is able to be here today. Vice President for University 
Advancement, Dr. Dianne Ashby, will ring on their behalf. 
Please follow along in your program , and I invite you to close your eyes and 
imagine that you are being treated to the rich of the Old Main Bell, the 
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symbol of distinctiveness and excellence this great institution has 
represented for the past 151 years. 
President Al Bowman will begin by ringing the bell to celebrate the 
University's first 151 years. 
ATTACH LIST 
Ladies and Gentlemen, you have just "heard" a celebration of 151 of the 
university's best and brightest! 
For those of you who feel a Founders Day Old Main Bell Ceremony really 
isn't complete without at least one toll from the Old Main Bell, immediately 
following the conclusion of this ceremony I invite you to walk out to the Old 
Main Bell on the Quad. Anyone who wishes may ring the bell. There will 
be no formal program, just a chance for the Old Main Bell to be a part of this 
tradition. 
As we conclude the formal program of today's ceremony, I encourage 
everyone to attend the Founders Day convocation at 1 p.m. in Braden 
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Auditorium including guest speaker Ray Kurzweil , author, entrepreneur, 
inventor and futurist.. 
I invite you to enjoy refreshments and the historical displays here in the 
Brown Ballroom until 12:30 p.m. , including again for your listening pleasure 
music by Adam Larson. 
It is my pleasure to again invite Dr. Karyl Carlson to the stage, but this time 
she brings the Illinois State University women's choir, Belle Voix, to sing 
the new University song, written by alumnus Mary McNamee Bower, Class 
of 1977; David Bower; and Jeremy Korba. This song was debuted last year 
at this very time - the winning entry in a competition to create an additional 
musical piece to add to the repertoire of music for the University - The Pride 
of Illinois. 
(WOMEN'S CHOIR ENTERS STAGE AND REMAINS ON STAGE 
FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE OF PRIDE OF ILLINOIS UNTIL 
CONCLUSION OF PROGRAM) 
LEADS APPLAUSE 
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We will leave from the back of the Brown Ballroom in a few minutes. 
Those who wish can walk with us to the Old Main Bell or join us there in 
approximately 10 minutes for the outdoor ceremony. 
Thank you all for being a paii of this special occasion, and we'll close the 
ceremony by asking the previous bell ringers to ring their commemorative 
bells. 
Here's to the next 150! 
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Founders Day Old Main Bell Ceremony 2008 
151 Bell Ringers SCRIPT 
President Bowman, on behalf of the entire Illinois State University community, it is indeed 
my pleasure to invite you to ring the Sesquicentennial Bell first, to begin our celebration of 
151 years. - 1 
Mrs. Linda Bowman, our 1th First Lady. - 2 
Natalie Bowman, representing her older sister and herself. - 3 
Carl Kasten, Chair of the Board of Trustees - 4 
Stan Ommen, Secretary of the Board of Trustees and Foundation Board - 5 
Ladies and Gentlemen, the rest of the Board of Trustees 
Trustee Jay Bergman - 6 
Trustee Ryan Cekander - 7 
Trustee Anne Davis - 8 
Trustee Betty Kinser - 9 
Trustee Joanne Maitland - 10 
And, Trustee Michael McCuskey- 11 
1 
Dan Holland, Chair of the Academic Senate - 12 
Our 13th bell ringer is the 13th President of Illinois State - Dr. Lloyd Watkins 
The 13th First Lady - Mrs. Mary Watkins - 14 
And, our 15th bell ringer is the 15
th 
President of ISU - Dr. David Strand 
The 15 th First Lady - Mrs. Trudy Strand - 16 
Mboka Mwilambwe, Chair of the Administrative-Professional Council -17 
Melody Palm, Chair of the Civil Service Council - 18 
Don Shafer, Past President of the Alumni Association Board - 19 
Gary Tiffany, Vice President of the Alumni Association Board - 20 
Judge Jim Knecht, Secretary of the ISU Foundation Board - 21 
Bob Rush, Treasurer of the ISU Foundation Board - 22 
Your Student Government Association President, Dave Horstein - 23 
Christ Schwelle, the President of the ISU Annuitant Association Board - 24 
The next six bell ringers represent Educating Illinois, the University's strategic plan 
Deb Smitley - 25 
Trisha Klass - 26 
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Leslie Sloan Orr - 27 
Kevin Martin - 28 
John Davenport - 29 
And, Angela Engel - 30 
Teaching Initiative Award Winners 
Alycia Hund - 31 
Daniella Borroqueiro (who is teaching right now - Vice President Ashby will ring on 
her behalf) - 32 
Katherine Ellison - 33 
And, Rosie Hauck - 34 
Representative Dan Brady, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders, with 
nationally ranked graduate programs - 35 
Lea Donnelly, representing all evening shift Building Service Workers - 36 
Lisa Schmidgall, Student Health Services, focusing on individualized attention - 37 
Connie DuBois, Campus Dining Service, and the 1st McAlister's Deli in Illinois - 38 
Gary Olson, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences - 39 
3 
Glenn Gritzmacher, representing Milner Library's bibliography of all faculty publications -
40 
Jessica Norris, celebrating a commitment to the principles of equality and diversity- 41 
Janet Goucher, Research and Sponsored Programs, which administered $60 Million over the 
last three fiscal years - 42 
Carrie Dunn, representing returning student, faculty, and staff Iraq veterans - who has just 
returned from Iraq this semester - 43 (NOTE: Be Prepared for Standing Ovation from the 
audience) 
Recipient of the Herb Sanders Award for Outstanding Academic Advisement, Wendi 
Whitman-44 
Margaret Ann Hayden, Family and Consumer Sciences, and first department chair Jesse 
Rambo, class of 1902 - 45 
Herb Sieg, Department of Accounting and its national reputation - 46 
Robert Kosic, representing the University's first national debate champ, former United 
Nations Ambassador Donald McHenry in 1957 -47 
Rajeev Goel, Economics, with three faculty ranked in the top 400 worldwide - 48 
Deborah Curtis, Dean of the College of Education - 49 
4 
Steve Bragg, Vice President of Finance and Planning, which maintains financial stability 
despite what the state says and does - 50 
Janeen Mollenahuer, Mennonite College of Nursing and the accelerated BSN degree - 51 
Receiving both a University Research Initiative and University Teaching Initiative awards 
this year, Winn Mahatanankoon {Pronounced Manhattan+ "an" + "koon")- 52 
Also receiving University Research Initiative Awards 
Renee Tobin - 53 
Corrine Zimmerman - 54 
Joan Brehm - 55 
Julie Stoner - 56 
Ralph Lewis, University Housing Services, and Watterson Towers, the largest single purpose 
residence hall in the world - 57 
Suzy Turner, representing the first ISU Olympic Athlete, Tydee Ann Pickett -58 
Our 2008 Distinguished Professors 
Glenn Reeder - 59 
Radheshyam Jayaswal - 60 
5 
Ann Nolte represents Health Sciences and the largest health education program in the state 
-61 
Angela Davenport, celebrating the 20th year of a multicultural programming office - 62 
The Daily Vidette is observing its 120th year on campus; editor Mick Swasko - 63 
Maria Griffieth represents the day shift Building Service Workers - 64 
Carolyn Baughan, recognizing the 20th year of the English Language Institute - 65 
Representing herself and University Advancement -Vice President Dianne Ashby- and the 
first donors who made the university possible by gifting land and dollars to secure the North 
Bloomington location for the state's first public university - 66 
Ken Stier, Department of Technology and its leadership in industrial computer applications 
-67 
Enid Cardinal - celebrating the University's national leadership in environmental 
stewardship - 68 
Kim Pereira, Honors Program, and its 1200 students - 69 
Stacy Ramsey, recognizing Admissions office work in elevating the ACT scores of entering 
freshmen - 70 
Brian Wojcik, representing the Special Education Assistive Technology Center - 71 
6 
Jan Murphy, Acting Provost, celebrating academic excellence - 72 
Linda Meints Cooper, Student Health Services, committed to the heath needs of students -
73 
Recipients of Civil Service Distinguished Service Awards this year 
Julia Brooks - 74 
Patricia Foltz - 75 
Patricia Franz - 76 
Kristie Kowall - 77 
Janis Swanton - 78 
Patricia Wutz - 79 
And, Kristen Johnson - 80 
Representing the first undergraduate degree, awarded in 1908, Jonathan Rosenthal - 81 
Representing the first graduate degree, awarded in 1945, Rod Custer - 82 
Jeff Wood, Dean of the College of Applied Science and Technology- 83 
Representing the Department of Special Education and its Field-Based Experience 
Jeanne Boyle - 84 
7 
Louise Rettke - 85 
Bobby Witt-Kannady- 86 
Linda Thomas, Planning and Institutional Research, maintaining institutional data for 
reports - 87 
Jan Paterson, Dean of Students - 88 
Carson Varner, Finance/Insurance and Law, and the nation's first ethics institute - 89 
Recipients of Outstanding University Researcher Awards 
Saad EI-Zanati - 90 
David Williams - 91 
Representing all Distinguished Professors, Herman Brockman - 92 
Celebrating ISU from ISNU in 1964, Pat McCamey- 93 
The Administrative-Professional Council Esprit de Corps Award recipient, Alex Skorpinski -
94 
Receiving the University Outstanding Service Award, Deb Lindberg - 95 
Now, this is just a little awkward, as I introduce myself, representing the division of Student 
Affairs, and ask my colleague to be my designated "ringer" - 96 
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The University Graduate Student Teaching Award recipients 
Carey Applegate - 97 
Kristen Pesavento - 98 
Ardis Stweart - 99 
And, Xianwei Yuan - 100 
Jean Grever represents Pulitzer Prize winner and alumnus Rachel Crothers - 101 
Outstanding University Teaching Award winners 
Gregory Ferrence - 102 
Steve Hunt, who is also receiving the Stan and Sandy Rives Excellence in 
Undergraduate Education Award - 103 
And, Laura Trendle Polus - 104 
Chuck McGuire, Dean of the College of Business - 105 
Service Initiative Award recipients 
Lori Woeste - 106 
And, Karyl Carlson - 107 
Glenn Weiss, Student Health Service and public health quality assurance -108 
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Deb Lesser, WZND, a leader among student radio stations - 109 
James Keith, ROTC, representing all fallen alumni, faculty, and staff veterans - 110 
Meredith Lovelass, Mennonite College of Nursing, and its 10 year accreditation - 111 
The Administrative-Professional Distinguished Service Award recipients are 
Jane Fulton - 112 
Doug Jennings - 113 
And, Susan Blystone - 114 
Ted Kerrn, Criminal Justice, a national leader in research and publishing - 115 
Mike Brown, Campus Dining Services, and the completion of its long range plan -116 
Sharon MacDonald, and the replica of the teachers regiment flag - 117 
Jim Major, Dean of the College of Fine Arts - 118 
Lynn Steffen, Clinical Experiences and Certification Processes, for student teachers and pre-
student teaching clinical hours -119 
Cheri Simonds, another Stan and Sandy Rives Excellence in Undergraduate Education Award 
recipient -120 
Lilly Westbrook, representing night shift Building Service Workers - 121 
10 
Gary Simpkins, representing attorney Abraham Lincoln - 122 
The first recipient of the Administrative-Professional Council Emerging Leader award, Jamie 
Sennett - 123 
Brent Heider, student president of the Habitat for Humanity Chapter-124 
Arlene Hosea, recipient of the Neil R. Gamsky Award - 125 
Sara Campbell, Dean of Mennonite College of Nursing - 126 
Kyle Morris, representing Thomas Metcalf School and the 50th year of the building- 127 
Recipients of Alumni Association Outstanding Young Alumni Awards 
Stephen Rice - 128 
Madeline Ostrander - 129 
The Alumni Association Alumni Achievement Award recipient, Terry Kinney who is ill and 
unable to be with us - 130 
The Alumni Association E. Burton Mercier Alumni Service Award recipient, Andrew Purnell -
131 
The Alumni Association Distinguished Alumni Award recipient, David Brusick - 132 
Cheryl Elzy, Dean of Milner Library- 133 
11 
Randy Winter, representing the Wind Team, winner of the Environmental Stewardship 
Award -134 
Ron Swan, recipient of the David A. Strand Diversity Achievement Award - 135 
Ruby Jones, Campus Dining Services, voted Best of the Twin Cities - 136 
Dixie Lewis, University High School, celebrating a teaching laboratory for 151 years - 137 
Charlie Bolen, Senior Professions, recognized by the Life-Long Learning Coalition - 138 
Heniz Russelmann, Environmental Health, nationally accredited since 1976 -139 
Cheryl Budde, representing the nationally recognized School of Communication -140 
John Freese, representing all Bone Scholars -141 
Saray Wesley, representing Mary Riley and all Bowman Fellows -142 
Sylvia Rajska, the first Olamide Adeyooye Scholarship recipient- 143 
Sarah Fabiano, representing all Presidential Scholars - 144 
Mary O'Brian, Special Education, and its post-master's certification program -145 
Rudy Radosevich, Williams Outstanding Technology Service Award Recipient (being 
represented by Dr. Ashby} - 146 
Jeff Brown, representing the Parents Association Board -147 
12 
Claranne Perkins, representing alumnus Sarah Hackett Stevenson, the first woman member 
of the American Medical Association - 148 
Pep Cooke, Educational Administration and Foundations, which granted the first doctorate 
of philosophy degree - 149 
Robert Pike Kerr, Jr., with family connections to the University's beginning - 150 
And, our 151st bell ringer, Carol Struck, representing the first Founders Day celebration in 
1909 and the year-long Sesquicentennial Celebration. 
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2008 Founders Day 
Old Main Bell Ceremony Participants 
NO. Last Name First Name Area Representing OK Notes 
1 Bowman Al Illinois State University's 17th president y 
2 Bowman Linda and Natalie the University's 17th First Lady y 
3 Bowman Natalie the University's First Family y 
4 Kasten Carl Chair, Board of Trustees y 
5 Ommen Stan Secretary, Board of Trustees and Chair, ISU Foundation y 
6 Bergman Jay Member, Board of Trustees y 
7 Cekander Ryan Member, Board of Trustees y 
8 Davis Anne Member, Board of Trustees y 
9 Kinser Betty Member, Board of Trustees y 
10 Maitland Joanne Member, Board of Trustees y 
11 McCuskey Mike Member, Board of Trustees y 
12 Holland Dan Chair, Academic Senate y 
13 Watkins Lloyd the University's 13th President y 
14 Watkins Mary the University's 13th First Lady y 
15 Strand David the University's 15th President y 
16 Strand Trudy the University's 15th First Lady y 
17 Mwilambwe Mboka Chair, Administrative-Professional Council y 
18 Palm Melody Chair, Civil Service Council y 
19 Shafer Don Past President, Alumni Association Board y 
20 Tiffany Gary Vice President, Alumni Association Board y 
21 Knecht James Secretary, ISU Foundation Board y 
22 Rush Jr. Robert Treasurer, ISU Foundation Board y 
23 Horstein Dave President, Student Government Association y 
24 Schwelle Christ President, ISU Annuitant Association Board y 
Educating lllinois--the University's strategic plan--is built 
upon the core values that make Illinois State University 
an exceptionally strong institution. The core values--
pursuit of teaching and learning, individualized attention, 
25 Smitley Debra Member, Educating Illinois Task Force y public opportunity, d 
26 Klass Trisha Member, Educating Illinois Task Force y 
27 Orr Leslie Sloan Educating lllinois--Core Values y 
28 Martin Kevin Member, Educating Illinois Task Force y 
29 Davenport John Member, Educating Illinois Task Force y 
30 Engel Angela Member, Educating Illinois Task Force y 
31 Hund Alycia y Teaching Initiative Award winner 
32 Borroqueiro Daniella N Teaching Initiative Award winner 
2008 Founders Day 
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33 Ellison Katherine y Teaching Initiative Award winner 
34 Hauck Rosie y Teaching Initiative Award winner 
houses nationally ranked and highly regarded speech-
35 Brady Dan Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders y language-pathology and audiology graduate programs 
36 Donnelly Lea Facilities Management y representing evening shift Building Service Workers 
is committed to providing individualized attention to 
students and to recognizing our employees who are 
37 Schmidgall Lisa Student Health Service y instrumental in making this happen 
the first McAlister's Deli in Illinois was opened by 
Campus Dining Services at the Bone Student Center in 
38 DuBois Connie Campus Dining Services y March 2005 
39 Olson Gary College of Arts and Sciences y representing 56,736 living alumni 
created a database compiling a bibliography of 
publications by faculty of ISNU and ISU from 1857 to 
present as one of the library's contributions for ISU's 
40 Gritzmacher Glenn Milner Library y 150th in 2007 
celebrating the University's commitment to the principles 
41 Norris Jessica Office for Diversity and Affirmative Action y of equality and diversity 
administering $20 million in each of the last 3 fiscal 
42 Goucher Janet Research and Sponsored Programs y years, a high water mark for ISU 
representing returning Iraq student, faculty, and staff 
43 Dunn Carrie ROTC y veterans 
Herb Sanders Award for Outstanding Academic Excellence 
44 Whitman Wendi recipient y 
Jesse Rambo, our first department chair, graduated in 
45 Hayden Margaret Family and Consumer Sciences y 1902 
has a national reputation for excellent, including 32 
Elijah Watt Sells Award winners; one National Gold 
Medal winner; five State Gold Medal winner; five Silver 
Medal winners ; one Bronze Medal winner; and nine 
Excel Award winners and ranks 18 in the nation by the 
46 Sieg Herb Department of Accounting y National Association of State Boards of Accountancy 
representing ISU's first national debate champion, 
47 Kasie Robert School of Communication y Donald McHenry in 1957 
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has an international reputation with three faculty 
members ranked among the 400 most prolific 
economists worldwide on the basis of the number of 
publications from 1990 to 2000 in a study compiled at 
the European Centre for Advanced Research in 
48 Goel Rajeev Department of Economics y Economics and Statistics. 
49 Curtis Deborah College of Education y 
representing financial stability despite challenging state 
50 Bragg Steve Finance and Planning y support 
offers an accelerated BSN option that provides a unique 
opportunity for second degree students to obtain a 
51 Mollenhauer Janeen Mennonite College of Nursing y nursing bachelor's degree. 
University Research Initiative Award recipient and 
52 Mahatanan koon Pruthikrai Information Technology y Teaching Initiative Award recipient 
53 Tobin Renee University Research Initiative Award recipient y 
54 Zimmerman Corinne University Research Initiative Award recipient y 
55 Brehm Joan University Research Initiative Award recipient y 
56 Stoner Julia University Research Initiative Award recipient y 
Watterson Towers opened in 1968, and at the time was 
the tallest residence hall in the world. It is still today the 
57 Lewis Ralph University Housing Services y largest single purpose residence hall at 28 stories. 
representing the first ISU Olympic athlete, Tydee Ann 
58 Turner Suzy Athletics y Pickett who particiated in the 1936 Berlin games in track 
59 Reeder Glenn 2008 Distinguished Professor y 
60 Jayaswal Radheshyam 2008 Distinguished Professor y 
is the largest Health Education Program in the state 
61 Nolte Ann Department of Health Sciences y offering two national accreditations 
celebrating the 20th anniversary of the creation of a 
multicultural programming office on campus providing 
programs to encourage understanding, appreciation , 
62 Davenport Angela Diversity Advocacy y and respect for diversity in the University commun ity 
is observing its 120th year on campus, having first 
63 Swasko Mick Daily Vidette y published in February, 1888. 
64 Griffieth Maria Facilities Management y representing day shift Building Service Workers 
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celebrating 20 years , preparing over 1,300 students 
from 57 countries for successful careers in all parts of 
65 Baughan Carolyn English Language Institute y the world 
representing the first donors to the University in the 
1850s who gave land and money to secure the state's 
66 Ashby Dianne University Advancement y first public university in North Bloomington (Normal) 
celebrating a long history of leadership in the area of 
industrial and instructional applications of computer 
67 Stier Ken Department of Technology y technology 
has one of only 35 universities nationwide with a 
sustanability coordinator and is positioned to lead the 
environmental movement among higher education 
68 Cardinal Enid Facilities Management y institutions 
started in 1964-1965 with 49 students ; today the 
program has 1,200 students and is one of the largest in 
69 Pereira Kim The Honors Program y the state 
leading recruitment efforts which have helped increase 
the average ACT score of enrolled new freshmen for 
this academic year to 24.2--the highest ever in Illinois 
70 Ramsey Stacy Office of Admissions y State University's history 
the Special Education Assistive Technology Center 
(known as the SEAT Center) was established in 2001 
and focuses on teaching all preservice teachers and 
practicing professionals the technology skills they need 
71 Wojcik Brian Department of Special Education y to serve persons with disabilities 
72 Murphy Jan Provosts Office y representing academic excellence for 151 years 
is committed to serving the ISU community by caring for 
health needs of students and by employees who are 
73 Cooper Linda Meints Student Health Service y engaged in service to the University 
74 Brooks Julia Civil Service Distinguished Service Award recipient y 
75 Foltz Patricia Civil Service Distinguished Service Award recipient y 
76 Franz Patricia Civil Service Distinguished Service Award recipient y 
77 Kowall Kristie Civil Service Distinguished Service Award recipient y 
78 Swanton Janis Civil Service Distinguished Service Award recipient y 
79 Wutz Patricia Civil Service Distinguished Service Award recipient y 
80 Johnson Kristen Civil Service Distinguished Service Award recipient y 
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representing the first undergraduate degree (four year) 
81 Rosenthal Jonathan Undergraduate Education y which was granted in 1908 
82 Custer Rod Graduate School y representing the first graduate degree awarded in 1945 
83 Wood Jeff College of Applied Science and Technology y representing 37,152 living alumni 
began extensive field-based experiences prior to student 
teaching in the 1970's and in its most recent program 
review the department received accolades from the 
Council for Exceptional Children noting that its clinical 
experiences are excellent, comprehensive, and exceed 
84 Boyle Jeanne Department of Special Education y the targeted expectations for the profession 
began extensive field-based experiences prior to student 
teaching in the 1970's and in its most recent program 
review the department received accolades from the 
Council for Exceptional Children noting that its clinical 
experiences are excellent, comprehensive, and exceed 
85 Rettke Louise Department of Special Education y the targeted expectations for the profession 
began extensive field-based experiences prior to student 
teaching in the 1970's and in its most recent program 
review the department received accolades from the 
Council for Exceptional Children noting that its clinical 
experiences are excellent, comprehensive, and exceed 
86 Witt-Kannady Bobby Department of Special Education y the targeted expectations for the profession 
is responsible for annually responding to state and 
federal surveys on numerous student and institutional 
87 Thomas Linda Planning and Institutional Research y characteristics 
88 Paterson Jan Dean of Students y representing XX.XXX current students 
89 Varner Carson Department of Finance, Insurance and Law y established the first ethics institute in the nation in 1997 
90 EI-Zanati Saad Outstanding University Researcher Award recipient y 
91 Williams David Outstanding University Researcher Award recipient y 
was one of the two first Distinguished Professors named 
92 Brockman Herman Distinguished Professors y in 1982 
93 Mccarney Patricia Comprehensive Education y celebrating ISNU to ISU on Jan. 1, 1964 
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94 Skorpinski Alex Administrative-Professional Esprit de Corps Award recipient y 
95 Lindberg Deborah University Outstanding Service Award Recipient y 
representing individualized attention outside the 
96 Adams Steve Student Affairs y classroom 
97 Applegate Carey University Graduate Student Teaching Award recipient y 
98 Pesavento Kristen University Graduate Student Teaching Award recipient y 
99 Stewart Ardis University Graduate Student Teaching Award recipient y 
100 Yuan Xianwei University Graduate Student Teaching Award recipient y 
representing the ISNU and U-High graduate who was a 
Pulitzer Prize winner who was the playwright of 20 
101 Grever Jean Rachel Crothers y Broadway plays 
102 Ferrence Gregory Outstanding University Teaching Award winner y 
Outstanding University Teaching Award winner and Stan and 
Sandy Rives Excellence in Undergraduate Education Award 
103 Hunt Stephen winner y 
104 Trendle Polus Laura Outstanding University Teaching Award winner y 
105 McGuire Chuck College of Business y representing 30,078 living alumni 
106 Woeste Lori Service Initiative Award Recipient y 
107 Carlson Karyl Service Initiative Award Recipient y 
stands for quality, public health overall quality 
assurance, and the community health needs of the 
108 Weiss Glenn Student Health Service y campus 
is consistently recognized as a leading student radio 
station by the Illinois Broadcasters Association 
109 Lesser Deb WZND y University Awards program 
110 Keith James ROTC y Representing all alumni and faculty/staff fallen veterans 
received reaccreditation for the undergraduate and 
graduate program from the Commission on Collegiate 
Nursing Education for the maximum years allowed - ten 
111 Lovelass Meredith Mennonite College of Nursing y years . 
Administrative-Professional Distinguished Service Award 
112 Fulton Jane recipient y 
Administrative-Professional Distinguished Service Award 
113 Jennings Douglas recipient y 
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Administrative-Professional Distinguished Service Award 
114 Blystone Susan recipient y 
is a national leader in research and publishing, which 
has contributed more to the discipline's understanding of 
115 Kerrn Theodore Department of Criminal Justice Sciences y rural crime and policing 
the renovation of Linkins Dining Center marked the 
opening of the Marketplace in August 2007 and the 
completion of the Campus Dining Center long range 
116 Brown Mike Campus Dining Services y plan 
was instrumental in producing the replica of the 
117 MacDonald Sharon History y Teachers Regiment Flag 
118 Major Jim College of Fine Arts y representing 9,202 living alumni 
coordinates and places teacher candidates in over 1200 
student teaching placements per year and over 300,000 
119 Steffen Lynn Clinical Experiences and Certification Processes y pre-student teaching clinical hours. 
Stan and Sandy Rives Excellence in Undergraduate 
120 Simonds Cheri Education Award recipient y 
121 Westbrook Lilly Facilities Management y representing night shift Building Service Workers 
122 Simpkins Gary Abe Lincoln y representing Abe Lincoln, ISNU's first legal counsel 
Administrative-Professional Emerging Leader Award 
123 Sennett Jamie recipient y 
representing the University's student chapter, which is 
124 Heider Brent Habitat for Humanity y recognized as #2 in the nation 
125 Hosea Arlene Neil R. Gamsky Award recipient y 
126 Campbell Sara Mennonite College of Nursing y 
127 Morris Kyle Thomas Metcalf School y recognizing the 50th year of the Metcalf school building 
Alumni Association Outstanding Young Alumni Award 
128 Rice Stephen recipient y 
A[umni Association Outstanding Young Alumni Award 
129 Ostrander Madeline recipient y 
130 Kinney Terry Alumni Association Alumni Achievement Award recipient N 
Alumni Association E. Burton Mercier Alumni Service Award 
131 Purnell, Jr. Andrew recipient y 
132 Brusick David Alumni Association Distinguished Alumni Award recipient y 
133 Elzy Cheryl Milner Library y 
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representing the Wind Team, Environmental 
134 Winter Randy Agriculture y Stewardship Award recipient 
135 Swan Ron David A. Strand Diversity Achievement Award recipient y 
was voted Best of the Taste of Twin Cities at a 
136 Jones Ruby Campus Dining Services y community event in the spring 2007 
137 Lewis Dixie University High School y still need a point of pride 
receives recognition and awards at the regional and 
138 Bolen Charles Senior Professionals of Illinois State University y state levels of the Life-Long Learning Coalition 
represents the only nationally accredited environmental 
health program in the state of Illinois from 1976 until 
139 Russelmann Heinz Environmental Health Program (Department of Health Scienc y 1995 
which has transformed itself into a national leader in 
140 Budde Cheryl School of Communication y instructional communication 
141 Freese John y representing all Bone Scholars 
142 Riley Mary y representing Bowman Fellows 
142 Wesley Sarah y representing Bowman Fellows 
143 Rajska Sylvia y representing the Olamide Adeyooya Scholarship 
144 Fabiano Sarah y representing all Presidential Scholars 
the Director of Special Education Post-Master's 
Certification Program is the first and only program in 
Illinois designed specifically to prepare Directors of 
145 O'Brian Mary Department of Special Education Special Education for the State of Illinois 
Williams Outstanding Technology Service Award 
146 Radosevich Rudy N recipient 
147 Brown Jeff Member, Parents Association Executive Board y 
The first woman member of the American Medical 
Association was ISNU class of 1863 graduate Sarah 
148 Perkins Claranne Sarah Hackett Stevenson y Hackett Stevenson 
granted the first doctorate of philosophy at Illinois State 
149 Cooke Joanne Peppard Educational Administration and Foundations y University 
representing Meshach Pike,who donated land for the 
University and Edward Pike, who was a student at 
Normal University and went to the Civil War with Col. 
150 Kerr, Jr. Robert Pike y Hovey 
representing Founders Day, which was first celebrated 
151 Struck Carol y in 1909 
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Illinois State University Founders Day 
Old Main Bell Ceremony Script 
February 15, 2007 
9:55 - 10 a.m. - Procession of Metcalf Students 
10- Seating of Platform Party 
10 -10:05 a.m. - Procession of 2007 Bell Ringers 
Steve Adams 
Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen, and welcome to this very 
special occasion as we join together to open the 150th anniversary 
celebration of this great institution .. .Illinois State University. 
My name is Steve Adams, and I am the Vice President for Student 
Affairs. I also have had the pleasure to serve as the "Voice of the 
Redbirds" for football and men's basketball for the past 31 
seasons. I want to thank you for joining us at this traditional 
Founders Day Old Main Bell Ceremony in a most non-traditional 
location. 
I need not remind you that the famous old saying, "Don't mess 
with Mother Nature," most certainly applies today. You would 




could have just as well picked April or May as THE big day, as 
opposed to the middle of winter. 
This is the sixth year that we, as a campus community, have 
ordinarily braved the uncertain Central Illinois weather in February 
to celebrate the founding of Illinois State University, Illinois' first 
public university, by ringing the bell that tolled the hours of each 
day from atop the University's first building, Old Main. 
And now, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am proud to say that today 
begins our year-long celebration of our 150th birthday. Happy 
Sesquicentennial, Illinois State University! 
Please join me now in welcoming the Illinois State University 
Madrigal Singers, under the direction of Dr. Karyl Carlson, to sing 
the University Hymn. 
< ' .
Thank you, Dr. Carlson, to you and to the talented members of the 
Madrigals. 
Please join me also in extending a special welcome to the entire 
Thomas Metcalf School student body - 400 students strong - who 
began our event with their own procession through the Brown 
Ballroom. The students are celebrating Founders Day with their 
special mittens and bells. Thanks to all of them for helping us 
celebrate! May they all be here for the 200th anniversary of ISU. 
And now, it is my pleasure to introduce my friend and colleague, 
the Vice President for University Advancement at Illinois State 
University, Dr. Dianne Ashby. 
( 
Dr. Dianne Ashby 
Thank you, Steve. 
Before I recognize our past and current bell ringers, I'd like to thank several 
people who actually made it possible for there to be a bell that we could ring 
today. 
Today we celebrate by ringing a bell provided by the McLean County 
Historical Society, who has graciously provided us with this ship's bell not 
only for today, but to be added to the University's permanent collection as 
the bell that was rung for the 150th celebration. Thank you to Greg Koos for 
making that possible. 
In addition, we need to acknowledge and thank several members of the 
University's Facilities Management staff for their sometimes heroic work to 
( 
make today "ring" - Chuck Scott who drove in the blizzard Tuesday to pick 
up the bell; and the welders, carpenters, and painters who put on the 
finishing touches. We have a bell, it is beautiful, and I understand it sounds 
ALMOST as good as the Old Main Bell. Thank you. 
I'd next like to welcome a very special group of people, our previous bell 
ringers. I hope you heard them as the 2007 bell ringers entered into the 
room! In the previous five years of this ceremony, approximately 175 
people have been selected because of their contributions to the University's 
success for the honor of participating in this special ceremony. 
As a memento, those individuals received replicas of the Old Main Bell. 
And, once you are a bell ringer, you get invited back every year to stand 
together as a group and ring your commemorative bells to welcome the 
newest group. 
So, please join me in welcoming back the bell ringers from 2002 through 
2006. Will you please stand and be recognized ... 
Applause. 
( 
This year, this ceremony was designed to outline the historic moments and 
points of pride of Illinois State University. Nearly all campus department 
units are represented with provide a point of pride and an individual selected 
to represent both the unit and the point of pride. It is indeed an honor for our 
150-plus (we have some group rings) who are here today representing 150 
years of excellence. 
Thank you all, current and past bell ringers, for your work to further our 
university. 
Please join me in welcoming to the podium the 1 ih president of Illinois 
State University, Dr. Al Bowman. 
( 
President Bowman 
Thank you Dianne-and good morning everyone. 
We stand together today in the center of this beautiful campus-surrounded 
by buildings that speak to our past and our future-surrounded by friends, so 
proud of our heritage- so rightfully excited about what is yet to come. 
On February 18, 1857, Governor William Bissell signed legislation creating 
the Normal University in Bloomington. Charles Hovey became the 
institution's first principal. 
In 1860, Old Main-symbolized today by this bell-became the 
University's first building-that same year 10 students graduated-Illinois 
State's first class. 
In 1890, Ange Milner became Illinois State's first librarian. Today, she rests 
in our community. 
In the 1890s, Illinois Governor John Altgeld selected a turreted-castle design 
for buildings on college campuses across the state. We first used ours as a 
gymnasium-and today we call it Cook Hall-still standing tall and proud. 
( 
( 
The men and women who walked this campus and studied in its classrooms 
secured our freedom in one world war and preserved it in another. The post 
war 50s brought a surge of construction projects to campus and also brought 
to campus our most belove·d president-Robert Bone. Then, in the turbulent 
60s, the grandest change of all, as we became Illinois State University. 
In the 1970s, we welcomed the nation's first African-American basketball 
coach-and constructed our first center for cumbersome machines called 
computers. The 80s and 90s brought more changes and more success-and 
the addition of a College of Nursing. 
The turn of the century was a wake up call in public higher education 
finance, and Illinois State responded by Redefining Normal-our first 
comprehensive fundraising campaign. 
Today Illinois State University is more than 20,000 students-more than 
3,000 faculty and staff members and more the 168,000 living alumni. 
Illinois' first public university has become its finest university. 
On this Founders Day, we look toward a brilliant future, and we also pay 
tribute to the heroic men and women who were the architects of our grand 




Thank you, President Bowman. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, the Old Main Bell is, perhaps, the oldest 
symbol of University history that remains a part of the very fabric 
of this institution's daily life. The first campus building, known as 
Old Main, stood just 100 yards to the south of the Bone Student 
Center as a grand building on a vast prairie. Today, we celebrate 
the 150 years of history of Illinois State University with a single 
toll on the bell. Each toll represents a significant part - year by 
year - in the life of this great institution. 
Members of our campus community - descendants of land donors, 
laboratory school students, University students, alumni, faculty, 
staff, and community representatives - are all represented in this 
( 
honored group. Your program lists this year's bell ringers, as well 
as the point of pride each represents. In some cases, not everyone 
chosen to be a bell ringer, is able to be here today, due to travel or 
other difficulties. 
I will still call the name of each original bell ringer and share a few 
words on the point of pride each person or persons represent. 
Please feel free to follow along in your program. At the same 
time, for obvious reasons, as we use this substitute bell from the 
archives of the McLean County Museum of History, close your 
eyes and imagine that you are being treated to the rich tone of the 
Old Main Bell, the symbol of the distinctiveness and excellence 
this great institution has represented for the past 150 years. 
President Al Bowman will ring the bell to celebrate the University's first 
150 years. 
2 First Lady Linda Bowman, and daughters, Laura and Natalie, 
other members of the first family 
3 Robert Pike Kerr Jr., great great grandson of student Edward Pike, 
who served in the Civil War with Colonel Hov:ey 
4 George Roe, great great grandson of Dr. Edward Reynolds Roe, a 
physician who taught natural science in 1857 ~ ~ 1,-vw-
___.) 
5 Mayor Chris Koos, Town of Normal-home to campus since 1860 
6 Mayor Steve Stockton, City of Bloomington - provided the first 
( 
classroom space for the University 
7 Trustee Carl Kasten, Chairperson of the Board of Trustees 
8 Trustee J. D. Bergman 
! 
9 Trustee Anne Davis 
10 Trustee Betty Kinser 
11 Trustee Joanne Maitland 
12 Trustee Michael MuCuskey 
13 Trustee Brett Schnepper 
















State Senator Dan Rutherford 
State Representative Dan Brady, 
Chip Bone, representing his father, our 9 Pres., Dr. Robert Bone 
President Emeritus Dr. Lloyd Watkins, our 13 President 
Mrs. Mary Watkins, former First Lady Represented by 
President Watkins 
President Emeritus Dr. David Strand, our 15 President 
Mrs. Trudy Strand, former First Lady 
Ann Baughan BAWN, the ISU Fouqdation was formed in 1948 
. Pt-&+-~ 
Don Shafer, the Alumni Association started in 1863 
Lane Crothers, the Academic Senate was begun in 1970 
Pep Peppard Pep ARD'Coo~ Educational Administration and 
Foundations granted the first doctor of philosophy Represented by 
Tricia Klass 
Martin Young, Speech Pathology and Audiology began its clinic in 
the 1930s Martin is represented by NAME 
28 Erin Hannah, Metcalf School educating elementary children for 150 
years 
29 Hyo Nam Hue Num Kim, Curriculum and Instruction, the largest 
elementary education program in the state 
30 Gary Mangina, Facilities Management representing maintenance 
and labor employees 
31 Mark Burns, Finance/Insurance and Law, with an award-winning 
Educational Investment fund program 
32 Craig McLauchlan Mick Lock Lynn, Chemistry has had three 
National Science Foundation Career award recipients 
( 33 Janice Neuleib, English- a nationally-ranked writing program 
34 Antionette D'Souza-Hutchison, University Housing Services offers 
the International House 
I 
35 Mary Yurgil, the Vidette first published in 1888 
36 Eric Jome, Media Relations produces more than 800 news release,s 
per year 
/1,.u M lt1. /1c.ArTIOIU~ 
37 Nikki Gaub Gob, the~ Club was the top student club in 2005-
06 
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Barbara Livingston Nourie, College of Education, the first teacher 
preparation program in Illinois 
Karyl Carlson, Madrigals have performed for over 50 years 
Claire Taulbee, University High School has been a laboratory for 
teacher-education students for 150 years 
Robert Walsh, the first college YWCA founded in 1872 
~~ 
Vern McGinnis, an MBA program recognized for distinction 
Russ Derango, the first farm was established in 1914 
Alison Bailey, the National Women's Music Festival 
Al Light, Gamma Phi Circus, oldest collegiate college circus in the 
nation 
Chris Schwelle, Illinois State's Annuitant Association was organized 
'.{ efore ~he state association 
~ 
Joe Mitacek Mi Tass Ech, one of the oldest Outdoor Education 
Programs in the nation 
Maggie Volk, Fell Hall - the first campus housing unit 
Jill Hutchison, Athletics hosted the first national basketball 
championship for women 
51 Paul Jarvis, Student Counseling Services meeting the needs of 
students 
52 Pat Wutz, Admissions processed 25,000 applications in 2006 
53 Tammy Carlson, Human Resources received more than 15,000 
online student employment applications in 2006 
54 John Nelson, Parents Association started as groups for Moms and 
Dads 
55 Steve Klay, Administrative/Professional Council established in 1976 
56 Dick Runner, Facilities Planning, enhancing the character of campus 
Represented by Christine Tsui 
( 57 Andrew Purnell, a member of the Centennial Class of 1957 
58 Carol Pfoff, Office of the Provost, represents the first student 
59 Carol Morton Schmidt, Phi Sigma Biological Honors Society since 
1966 
60 Tom Eimermann, a competitive Mock Trialprogram 
61 Janet Porter Suhr, celebrating 40 years of the College of Applied 
Science and Technology 
62 Cal Hubbard, Lab Schools started as the model school in 1857 
63 I~arner, ~~ment and Quantitative Methods offers 
~' ~ ~JJ.l_ , .. -~~ vi.- . 













Paul Borg, a Visiting Artists Program for art students 
Elizabeth Obajart_!:!, nationally recognized Mennonite College of 
Nursing 
James Brazelton, instrumental in starting the National Student 
Exchange Program 
Kathy Pollock, celebrating the first comprehensive campaign 
Bob Stadsholt, 33r Infantry led by Colonel Charles Hovey in the 
Civil War. Hovey went on to become President ofISNU 
Tonee Buwana, nationally accredited Curriculum and Instruction 
Department since 1954 
Gary Erisman, Health Sciences offered the first program in the 
nation on agriculture health and safety 
Connie Ley, Family and Consumer Sciences offering courses since 
1908 
Rick Martin, Physics a top producer of bachelor's degrees 
Galen Crow, celebrating extension classes first offered in 1913 
Dianne Ashby, University Advancement enhancing reputation, 
~l1f'v'v cs~~-
.) 
~ ~~-slrl'p~ ~- 11rAd -
76 David Brown, celebrating the first million dollar fundraising year in 
1985 
77 Nancy Doss, Biological Sciences granted its 200tn Ph.D. in 1998 
' .. 
78 Duffy Bass, coach of the first national chat+~- Lv--~ 
CL,µ-, ~. 
79 Jonathan Shepler, men's Greek organizations since 1970 
80 Bonnie Crutchley, Student Health Services since 1923 
81 Melody Palm, Civil Service Council established 1959 
82 Annette Levitt, Alumni Relations connecting with graduates since 
1935 
( 
83 Judge James Knecht, Foundation Board administers 450 
endowment funds annually 
84 Dave Nelson, Printing Services produces over 3000 publications 
each year 
85 Virginia Owen, celebrating 40 years for the College of Arts and 
Sciences 
86 Christina Pfister Fister, nationally recognized programs in 
Curriculum and Instruction 
87 Derek Meiss, one of the top public university accounting programs 
u:v~~. 
HA.fh~ ,.__......, -- a 
88 Jim Major, the first musical groups were formed in 1899 
89 Ben Paxton, campus radio station WGL T on air since 1966 
90 Sara Schickel, Honors Program enriching academically-talented 
students 
91 Jerry Abner, University Marketing and Communications, an award 
winning video program 
92 Angela Bonnell Buh nell, representing Milner Library since 194 7 
and librarian Ange Milner 
93 Cindy Lawson, the first Special Education program in the state 
( 
94 Chuck Scott, Facilities Management maintains 4000 trees on 
campus 
95 Dee Wilson, the first female national athletic champion 
! 
96 Maureen Smith, representing the Cecilia J. Lauby Teacher 
Education Center 
97 Steven Laz, Military Science has commissioned over 300 military 
leaders 
98 David Doss, School of Information Technology, the first to have 




"qvAtAtiil ,..,,_ _,.. 
99 Jeanne Howard, the nationally renown Center for Adoption Studies 
100 John McHale, the first recipient of the Walter Cronkite Award for 
civic engagement 
101 Charles Thompson, representing the University's first geologist 
John Wesley Powell 
102 Susan Blystone, the first alumni publication was published in 1912 
103 Lynda Lane, Homecoming first held in 1916 
104 Diane Dahlmann, Recreation Services has nationwide model student 
employee hiring practices Represented by Rene Lockenour 
( 
105 Greg Dilligard, representing Will Robinson, the first African 
American NCAA Division I men's basketball head coach 
106 Deb Lesser, campus radio station WZND recognized by the Illinois 
Broad~asters Association ~~  
107 Dan Kelley, the first alumni club outside Illinois formed in 1905 
108 Joe Zompetti, the Normal Debating Society was the first student 
organization 
109 Joyce Morton Kief, Kinesiology and Recreation offers three 
nationally accredited programs 
• 
110 Laura Trendle-Polus, TV-10 training ground for award-winning 
broadcasters 
fl Ai /JJ . tt 
111 Linda Herman, the first university in Illinois to offe\8cholarships to 
women 
112 Diane Alexander Leamy, Criminal Justice Sciences celebrating 30 
years of graduate programs Unable to be with us 
113 JoNancy Warren, Curriculum and Instruction, home of professional 
development school partnerships 
114 Amy Bloom, Geography, the alpha chapter of the Gamma Theta 
Upsilon national honors society 
( 
115 Jim Cox, American Marketing Association's recipient of the 
International Collegiate Chapter of the Year four times 
Represented by Tim Longfellow 
, 
116 Kristen Emmert Shaner Shay N er, Alumni Association raised the 
funds to move and restore Eyestone School 
117 Lon Gordon, College of Fine Arts housed one of the first 
microcomputer labs on campus 
118 Diane Folken, celebrating nearly eight years of Mennonite College 
ofNursing at Illinois State University 
( 
119 Sarah Jome, International House, one of few International Living 
Centers in the country 
120 Larry Williams, Politics and Government, a charter graduate school 
department 
121 Warren Craig, heard the Old Main Bell ring each hour as a child 
living in Normal 
122 Chandler Vandenberg, student fund-raising efforts raised money to 
purchase the "Spirit of Bone" hand of friendship sculpture 
123 
124 
Reggie Redbird, mascot representing the nickname for Redbird 
sports teams adopted in 1923 
Faylon Ligon, traditionally African-American Greek organizations 
since 1970 
125 Steve Oltman, Property Control and Central Receiving, maintaiping 
an inventory since the beginning 
126 D~ane Petersen, Campus Dining Services, the first Ben & Jerry's on 
a college campus 
127 Ken Sibley, Navy V-12 one of 130 nationwide Represented by 
Mike O'Grady, whose father was a member of this unit 
• 
i 
128 Ron Fortune, the only English Studies doctoral program ~ 
129 Franzie Loepp, Technology paved the way to finding external 
funding 
130 Lorie Heggie, Languages/Literatures & Cultures sponsors the 
Foreign Language Living Center 
131 John Poole, Theatre and the Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
132 Luis Torres, celebrating the Building Service Workers 
133 Jim Swindler, Department of Philosophy houses the Mind Project 
134 Marilee Rapp, the first Alumni Directory was published in 1876 
135 Daniel Stump, Dept. of History provides students a chance to travel 
( 
to Cuba 
136 Mark Troester, Institutional Web Support Services, placing Illinois 
State on the World Wide Web since 1992 
I 
137 Steve Detloff, celebrating the planting of nut-bearing trees for 
wildlife on the Quad 
138 Ranee Thiagarajah Ran' ee Thie a' ga ra ja, Math students have 
won the John Culver Wooddy Scholarship for two consecutive years 
139 Erin Pearce, recognizing over 300 student organizations 
140 Doug Lamb, one of the first university counseling centers to offer a 
lfv1L-Ln:--h-u«L~~ J 





141 Susan Stillwell, Human Resources applicant homepage with 23,000 
hits per month 
142 Shane McCreery, supportin~elcome and diverse environment 
6-v,._ I ~ r ,/. All-,~ s. 
143 Ann Brannon, the Parents Association representing the parents of 
20,000 students 
144 Infinity Cole, representing women's Greek organizations since 1970 
145 Chuck Nehrt, University Housing Services and Watterson Towers, 
the tallest residence hall in the world 
146 Charles Morris, the Abraham Lincoln Memorial Evergreen planted 
( 
when President Lincoln's funeral train came through town (noted 
with Red Ribbon) 
147 Ashley Mayor, Student Alumni Council links students past, present, 
' 
and future 
148 Mike Schermer, Career Center connects students with 150 
companies each year 
149 Ken and Kay Huddleston, the first campus building, Old Main 
150 Ross Richards, Student Government Association started in 1920 
/"\ - ~ 
e>~, { J Wt 
• 
( 
Ladies and Gentlemen, as part of the Sesquicentennial activities, a 
competition was held to compose a new University song that will 
be used at various special events. We are pleased today to 
announce the winners of that competition, who unfortunately were 
r~lk L11 ... / unable to ~ to campus. 1 u p-,,..,0 · 
The lyrics were written by Illinois State University graduate, Mary 
McNamee Bower, and her husband, David Bower. The composer 
was their friend, Jeremy Korba. Here to perform the "Pride of 
Illinois" is Chris Hollingsworth, assistant professor from the 




As we conclude the formal portion of today's ceremony, I invite all 
of you to attend the Founders Day Convocation this afternoon at 
1:00 o'clock in Braden Auditorium. The guest speaker will be 
award-winning author, David McCullough. 
Now, I invite you to enjoy refreshments next door in the Circus 
Room. You will be entertained there by the Interdemonational 
Youth Choir ofISU. 
Thank you all for being a part of this special occasion. We'll close 
the ceremony by asking the previous bell ringers to ring their 
commemorative bells. / 
{k ~s~:J~,,, I~. -~ o~ - ~ -

Office of the President 
January 16, 2008 
Alex Skorpinski 
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421 Hovey Hall 
Campus Box 1000 
Normal, IL 61790-1000 
Telephone: (309) 438-5677 
The past several months have been a very special time on our campus as we celebrated 150 years since the 
founding of the state's first public university. Just as the year-long celebration was begun on Founders Day 
2007, we will conclude the celebration on Founders Day 2008. I invite you to paiticipate in the concluding 
events by being one of the 151 individuals who ring the Sesquicentennial Bell in the Founders Day Old 
Main Bell Ceremony. You have been selected to join a group of representatives of the campus community 
to assist me in ringing this bell one toll for each year in the life of the University. You will represent the 
Administrative-Professional Council as the Esprit de Corps award recipient. 
This special ceremony will be held on Thursday, February 14 at IO a.m. in the Bone Student Center Brown 
Ballroom. We anticipate the ceremony will end at approximately 11 a.m. and will be followed by a brief, 




11-11 :15 a.m. 
11 a.m.-12:45 p.m. 
1-3 p.rn. 
3:3 0 p.rn. 
Bell Ringers Arrive Old Main Room, Bone Student Center 
Procession lineup 
Welcome Remarks/ Instructions Old Main Room, Bone Student Center 
Ceremony Brown Ballroom, Bone Student Center 
Bell Ringers will march together to reserved seat ing in Brown Ballroom 
Special (optional) Ceremony at Old Main Bell located on the Quad 
Anyone interested may ring the Old Main Bell 
Public Reception (optional) Brown Ballroom, Bone Student Center 
Convocation (optional) Braden Auditorium 
Featuring keynote presentation by Ray Kurzweil 
Public Reception (optional) Brown Ballroom, Bone Student Center 
If you have questions, please contact Barbara Todd at (309) 438-2592 or bttodd@ilstu.edu . Please confirm 
your participation in this historic event by returning the enclosed reservation card no later than January 18 
(or as quickly as possib le) . Confirmation details will be sent to you closer to the event date. 




ENC: RSVP Card 
Founders Day Schedule Card 
An equal oppo11tmity/ajfir111ative action 1111iversity euco11ragi11g diversity 
Founders Day 
Old Main Bell Ceremony 
Name Coro\ ~lTGltt 
Lineup Number \~ I 

Timeline 
Old Main Bell Ceremony 
February 14, 2008 
Planning Notes 
2008 Paiiicipant Line Up, Old Main Room 
Brown Ballroom, Ente1iai1m1ent* 
9:15-9:45 a.m. 
9:30-10 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. Volunteers/events staff at Brown Ballroom to hai1d out prograi11s 
and greet guests 
9:45-9:55 a.m. Remarks in Old Main Room for 2008 Paiiicipai1ts 





Begin Procession of 2008 Paiiicipants to Brown Ballroom 
Ceremony Begins 
11 a.m. Ceremony Concludes 
11 a.m.-11 :30 a.m. Procession to Old Main Bell on Quad for commemorative ringing 
br t ~eydent Bowman and any others who wish 
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m . . (v~tion, Brown Ballroom 
Ente1iainment* · ~t2k--
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. HR ~on for Anniversai·y Year Employees, Foumlers Scri1e 
Misc. 
Reserved Seating for Previous Bell Ring~rs , / ~ 
Display of Teachers' Regiment Flag? p//U~'-
Display of Replica of O Id Main building?., .. -
' . 
Distribution of Bells?.,,r1f I no ( > 
How to use Pride,..pf ~ in ceremon;4? -
HR reception~ tl.- · f 




U-High Choral Group 
U-High Jazz Ensemble (featuring Adam Larson) 
Madrigals 
Any ISU group 
' .,. 
Illinois State un· . iversity 
Founders Day 
am Bell Ceremon OldM · 




Vice Presid t f en o Student Aff:airs iA{2. 
The University Hymn _ f , /, 
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Acknowledgement of p 
D~anne Ashby ast Bell Ringers 
Vice President of U . . mversity Ad van cement 
;:ioBYears of Excellence 
owman 
President of Illinois State U . . mversity 
Old Main and th 0 Steve Ad e ld Main Bell 
ams 
en ° Student Aff: · airs Vice Presid t f 
The Ringing of the Bell 
Members ofth U . e mversity c . ommumty 
T½e,.._Pride o0'1Ji · _/4 / ~ · · /2 / / I ~ c1/Jlld~~c-:!15t:JJJL~allLVLJR~ -
Closmg cf ..  · 
Steve Adams 
Vice President of Stud . ent Affairs 
Process to Old M . B am ell 
Stev~ Adan1s, introdu . . 
President Bowman fi ~tlo~ of President Bowman 
Steve Ad . . ' ust nng ains mvitation to others t 1 ·
Recepf o me up and ring bell 
wn and ];:ntertainment 
